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FREEDOMS
OF FREIGHT AGENTS
being a free agent provides many opportunities for a
successful athlete. More freedom, higher pay, and greater control in choosing one’s
destiny are often the result.

IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS,

The same opportunities and results occur when seasoned and successful freight
agents are respected for their vital role in the business.
Here are 4 COMMON FEARS of freight agents, and 4 UNIQUE FREEDOMS at Freight Tec,
that make a freight agent feel like a free agent:

“

As an agent, I’m plagued with these

F E A R S
an agent, I feel like I’m
“ Ascompeting
to keep the business

the company’s internal
“ Isbrokerage
going to steal my

I’ve already won. I feel like I’m
rolling the dice with my future.

I being supported or
“ Am
hijacked for my clients?

clients? I could lose what I’ve
been building for years.

do I run a successful
“ How
business when I don’t have the
full support of the company?

“

At Freight Tec, I enjoy these

FREEDOMS

Tec has guaranteed, in
“ Freight
writing, they will never bring my

Tec relies on my business
“ Freight
as an agent as its only source of

clients “in-house.” I have no fear
of internal competition because
they don’t even have an
“in-house” brokerage department.

“

I have much more power and
control to grow my business since I
don’t have to worry about all the
overhead costs, risks and back
office logistics. I can be a very
profitable agent with Freight Tec,
without the risks or worries of
being a brokerage business owner.

new business. With no internal
brokerage, I know they have my
back and will give me full
support to run my business.

“

I have little to no liability and
risk with Freight Tec behind me.
I’m simply going to make more
money without that stress.

